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specifications rather than observing the input and output
divergence or relationship of signals. Even in the best case
conventional methods have phase delay and amplitude
distortion for signal applications. In this work, difference
between input and output is intended to be minimized.
There are several metaheuristic methods proposed to
optimize digital filters. In this study, DE and ABC
algorithms are used. DE algorithm, introduced by Price and
Storn, is an effective and convenient algorithm in continuous
optimization [11]. Most of the metaheuristic methods are
used to design symmetrical filters. Filter symmetry is
depicted with filter parameters flipping to right and thus the
filters’ lengths double. It means that the prototype filter
designed with 8 filter length actually operates like the one
with 16 filter length does. ABC is a new and robust
optimization algorithm introduced by Karaboga and it is
based on the intelligent foraging behaviour of honey bee
swarms [12]. ABC and DE were used in digital filter bank
design [13], [14].
In the next section of paper, QMF bank design methods
are introduced. In section three, the algorithms used are
explained and in section four, the formulation of the
optimization problem is given. In the last section results are
presented and evaluated.

this paper, a new design method was developed
for quadrature mirror filter (QMF) bank. Previous QMF bank
design methods focused on frequency response properties such
as pass band and stop band parameters with symmetrical
filters. With the proposed method, QMF bank was designed
using on time domain signals as mitral valve signal with
unsymmetrical filter. The design problem was formulated as an
objective function of difference between QMF bank’s input and
output signals. QMF bank signal disparity was compared with
correlation and peak reconstruction error (PRE). QMF bank
prototype filter parameters were optimized with Artificial Bee
Colony (ABC) and Differential Evaluation (DE) Algorithms.
Design outputs were compared with previous works.
1Abstract—In

Index Terms—Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm,
Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm, quadrature mirror filter
(QMF) bank.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the usage of the QMF banks has been
applied in various subjects such as speech, image, video and
data compression, coding, sub band coding in
communication systems and signal processing [1]–[4].
Finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse
response (IIR) filters are two principal filters that are used
with QMF banks. FIR filters have more stability,
straightforwardness and linearity phase than IIR design.
Therefore FIR filters are more widely used in the QMF bank
design.
QMF bank was first introduced by Crosier et al. [5]. QMF
design problem is solved by various design methods. These
methods can be divided into conventional methods and
metaheuristic methods including genetic algorithm (GA),
differential evolution (DE), and artificial bee colony (ABC)
algorithm [6]–[10].
QMF bank design methods usually consist on mean
square errors in transition band, stopband and passband
which are parameters of the filter frequency responses [7]–
[9]. These methods focus on the frequency response

II. DESIGN OF QMF BANK
QMF bank called as two channel filter bank is presented
in Fig. 1. Input signal x[n] is separated into two part signals
to have equal bandwidth with two filters. The analysis filters
H 0 and H1 are low pass and high pass filters respectively.
Analysis filter magnitude responses are images of each other
H1 ( z )  H 0 ( z ) at sampling frequency  / 2 . The image
condition of the frequency is the quarter of the sampling
frequency 2 . The filtered signals are downsampled for
signal compression or reducing complexity. The upsampled
signals are sent to G0 and G1 synthesis filters. The
upsampling operation equals the signal frequency as the
former analysis filter frequency. Analysis and synthesis
filters are used for eliminating aliasing and mirror effects in
frequency domain [15]. Transfer function of the QMF bank
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can be written as using z-transform

Y ( z )  T ( z ) X ( z )  A( z ) X ( z ),

distortion, N must be chosen even.
In the perfect reconstruction

(1)

2

T ( z) 

1
2

 H 0 ( z )G0 ( z )  H1 ( z )G1 ( z ).

2

H 0 (e j )  H 0 (e j (  ) )  1,

where T(z) is the distortion transfer function and it is

must be satisfied and in the (9) frequency must be chosen as
   / 2 . Hence,

(2)

H 0 (e j /2 )  0.707 .

Mirroring and aliasing free system transfer function A(z)
must be equal to zero. Hence, the analysis and synthesis
filters can be defined as:

III. ALGORITHMS

(3)

A. Differential Evolution Algorithm
DE optimizes the objective function by maintaining every
candidate solution and creating new solutions by combining
existing solutions. DE algorithm was particularly developed
for real valued parameter optimization problems. This
algorithm has simple structure and rapid convergence to
optimum. The DE algorithm was applied for digital filter
design and problems [11], [13].
The basic steps of the DE algorithm is as follows

Hence, overall transfer function is

Y ( z)  T ( z) X ( z).

(4)

As seen in (3), other filters can be expressed with H0
called as prototype filter. T(z) is defined with prototype
filter as

1
T ( z )   H 02 ( z )  H 02 ( z )  .

2

(10)

H 0 prototype filter parameters’ estimation by using
optimization algorithms is the QMF design problem. In this
paper, H 0 filter parameters are optimized with DE and
ABC algorithms and results are compared. The objective
function to be optimized by the optimization algorithms are
explained in the section four.

Fig. 1. Quadrature Mirror Filter Bank.

G0 ( z )  2 H 0 ( z ),

G1 ( z )  2 H1 ( z ).

(9)

Initialization
Evaluation
Repeat
Mutation
Recombination
Selection
Until (termination criteria)

(5)

QMF bank has three type of distortion: amplitude
distortion, phase distortion and aliasing distortion. Aliasing
distortion is eliminated with prototype filter transformation
with (3). If the prototype filter H0 is a linear phase FIR
filter, the transfer function in (5) has linear phase and it’s
phase distortion is eliminated. Frequency response of H0 is

The DE algorithm control parameters are NP (Number of
population), CR (cross over rate) and F (Scaling factor).
The DE starts with generating a randomized population
defined by NP. Population members are n-dimensional

H 0 (e j )  A( )e j ( N 1)/2 ,

vectors and each parameter is between borders xijmin and

(6)

xijmax .

where N is the filter length and A( ) is the amplitude

In the mutation step, mutant vector is generated each
target vector xi,G as below

response of the filter. Here
N /21
 N 1 
 n ,
A()   2h0 (n)cos 
 2

n 0

vi ,G 1  xi ,G  K ( xr1,G  xi ,G )  F ( xr 2,G  xr 3,G ), (11)

(7)

where i , r1 , r2 , r3  1, 2,..., NP are randomly selected and

where h0 is the impulse response of the prototype filter

not equal to each other. F is the scaling factor interacting
with difference vector and K is the combination factor in
(11).
In the crossover step, parent ( q ) and mutated ( v ) vectors

H 0 ( z ) . QMF bank’s overall frequency response is

T (e j ) 

2
e j ( N 1) 
j 2
 (1) N 1 H 0e j (  )  . (8)
 H 0e
2



are used to create a trial vector u ji,G 1 . This is defined by

 v ji ,G 1 if (rnd j  CR ) orj  rni ,

u ji ,G 1  
q ji ,G 1 if (rnd j  CR ) orj  rni ,

If N is odd, (8) results T (e j )  0 at    / 2 for
amplitude distortion. In order to avoid the amplitude
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where

CR

is

the

crossover

constant

 [0,1] ,

ABC algorithms are used to design the prototype filter
H 0 ( z ) by minimizing error.

j  1, 2,..., D; r j  [0,1] is the array of random number and
rni  (1, 2,..., D ) random index.
The child vector is evaluated with mutation and crossover
operations. In the selection, the child and parent vectors are
compared for their fitness value and better one is chosen.
B. Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm
ABC algorithm is a swarm algorithm based on bee’s
intelligent food search behaviour. There are three types of
bees in this algorithm; onlooker, scout and employed bee.
Each solution of the problem represents a food source and
consists of an n-dimensional real valued vector. Employed
bees exploit their food sources representing possible
solutions. Onlooker bees wait in the hive and judge the
quality of the food sources by interacting with employed
bees. If an employed bee’s food source is abandoned, the
employed bee is converted to scout. Scout bees randomly
search around for new food sources. ABC algorithm is
widely and effectively used in digital filter design and
optimization problems [14], [16], [17].Basic steps of the
ABC algorithm is

Fig. 2. QMF bank design schema.

In the proposed design method, the objective function
J (w) , was optimized by employing the mean squared error
(mse). Objective function optimized by ABC and DE
algorithms is defined by
J ( )  min

1 N
2
  x(n)  y (n)  .
N n 1

(14)

Performance of the designed QMF banks is measured with
peak reconstruction error (PRE) defined in (15) and
Pearson’s correlation given in (16).

xi and yi are measured

datasets, x and y are the means of the measured data sets
in the correlation equation [18]:

Initialization
Evaluation
Repeat
The Employed
The Onlooker bee phase
The Scout bee phase
Memorize the best food source
Cycle=cycle+1
Until

2
2 


PRE  max  20 log10  H 0 e j  H 0 e j    , (15)
 



r

 iN1  xi  x  yi  y 

 iN1  xi  x 

2

 iN1  yi  y 

2

.

(16)

As input signal, the mitral valve signal, which is a real life
biomedical signal, is used. A mitral valve signal has valve’s
opening and closing data called as cycle represented in
Fig. 3. A mitral cycle data length is related to sampling rate,
but it has nearly two thousands of data. In this work, we used
1400 samples of mitral valve data. The selected part is
represented as inverse colored in Fig. 3. The detailed part of
Mitral valve signal used for QMF bank design is shown in
Fig. 4.

Step 1: Initialization of population is formed with
randomly generated S possible solutions. Each solution is
defined by xi  1, 2,.., S and a fitness value is evaluated for a

D dimensional solution. D is the number of optimization
parameters.
Step 2: Produce new solution for each employed bee and
evaluate it. Examine every new solution’s fitness value.
Step 3: Calculate the probability value pi for the solution
i using (13)

pi 

S

F ( xi )

,

(13)

 F ( xk )

k 1

where F ( xi ) is the fitness value of the solution. Complete
the search for the onlooker bees just as in the employed
bees.
Step 4: If a food source is abandoned, its associated
employed bee becomes a scout bee. Send the scout bee for
searching new sources randomly.

Fig. 3. Mitral valve cycle data.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

QMF bank was designed for mitral valve signal by DE
and ABC algorithms. ABC algorithm control parameters
were evaluated for this problem. Firstly, different population
sizes were applied from 20 to 120, with numbers increasing
10 by 10. After finding best population size, cycle was

A new QMF bank design method proposed in this study is
seen in Fig. 2. x[n] is the input signal, y[n] is the output of
the QMF bank and e is the difference between input and
output signals (error) which is objective criteria. DE and
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studied between 500 and 5000. The last control parameter
(limit) was searched between 100 and 500 for the best result.
DE and ABC algorithm control parameter values used are
given in Table I [19].

coefficients and 24 filter lengths) and example 2 in [21]
(16 filter coefficients and 32 filter lengths). Two examples
of filters have stop band frequency at 0.6π and passband
frequency at 0.4π. The selected part of mitral valve signal
and entire mitral valve signal were processed with this QMF
banks for the comparison. QMF bank input output signal
correlation obtained by the proposed method was compared
in Table III. Proposed method’s correlation performance is
better than the examples.
The best filter lengths found by of ABC and DE are 16
and 8 degrees, respectively. In Fig. 5, QMF bank inputoutput signals with 16 filter length designed by ABC
algorithm are presented. QMF bank output and input signals
designed by DE algorithm are given in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4. Mitral valve signal used in QMF bank design.
TABLE I. CONTROL PARAMETER VALUES.
ABC Algorithm
DE Algorithm
NP
20
NP
20
Limit
500
CR
0.9
Xmin-Xmax
[-1,1]
Xmin-Xmax
[-1,1]
Cycle
1000
Cycle
1000
F
0.5

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed QMF design method has been implemented
in MATLAB. Unsymmetrical FIR filters were used for
design in which number of parameters were altered between
8 and 100 degrees. Prototype filter parameters were
designed with DE and ABC algorithms using proposed QMF
design method presented in Fig 2. Overall filter parameters
were obtained from the prototype filter parameters by
using (3).
Evaluation results of the ABC and DE algorithm based
design for different filters lengths are given in Table II. PRE
and correlation results of the QMF bank are demonstrated
for different filter lengths ranging from 8 to 100. In Table II,
best results are given in bold. The best result of QMF bank
found by ABC algorithms was obtained for 16 filter length.
DE algorithm’s best result was produced with 8 filter length.

N
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
40
48
64
80
100

Fig. 5. QMF bank input-output for ABC algorithm.
TABLE III. COMPARISION OF CORRELATION.
Filter Length
Selected Part
All Signal
16
0,9953
0.9920
ABC
8
0.9984
0.9987
DE
24
-0.7913
-0.2080
Example 1[20]
32
-0.6590
-0.6348
Example 2[21]

TABLE II. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EQUATIONS.
ABC
DE
Correlation
0.9981
0,9980
0,9953
0,9960
0,9956
0.9930
0.9924
0.9946
0.9824
0.9494
0.9666
0.9348

PRE
0.2332
0.2348
0.1587
0.2858
0.2379
0.2818
0.2923
0.2857
0.3007
0.2869
0.2889
0.2461

Correlation
0.9984
0.9985
0.9985
0.9985
0.9982
0.9978
0.9978
0.9978
0.9955
0.9916
0.9852
0.4577

PRE
0.1852
0.2929
0.2094
0.2290
0.2984
0.2446
0.2739
0.2739
0.2764
0.2110
0.2326
0.4577

Fig. 6. QMF bank input-output for DE algorithm.

Samples are reduced for better visibility and output signal
differences are depicted. Therefore, the difference between
the outputs corresponding to input signal is presented for
ABC and DE algorithms. The beginning part of the QMF
bank output signals designed with ABC and DE is
demonstrated in Fig. 7. Peak of the designed QMF bank
output signals is compared on Fig. 8.
QMF input-outputs for the example 1 and example 2 are
showed in Fig. 9. Examples’ prototype filter parameters are
given in Table IV. They are taken from the studies presented
in [20]–[22]. The QMF bank prototype filter parameters
found by using ABC and DE algorithms are given in
Table IV. From Fig. 9 it is very clear that the proposed
method produces much better correlation value.

The proposed method was compared with two recent
papers [20]–[212] where predetermined prototype filter’s
parameters were optimized by using ABC and DE
algorithms. We selected the example 1 in [20] (12 filter
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transitionband and stopband are predetermined and used for
error criteria. The proposed method offers QMF bank design
using a time based signal. The mitral valve signal was used
as real life signal. Analysis and synthesis filters were
obtained by using prototype filter in the QMF bank design
based filter. Filter parameters were obtained by ABC and
DE algorithms. The best results were produced with 16 and
8 filter lengths. The filter performances and the input-output
relations were evaluated with correlation and PRE values.
The results are compared with two previous works and it is
seen that the proposed method’s correlation results are much
better than others. It is concluded that the proposed method
has minimum phase delay or amplitude distortion. The main
advantage of proposed method is that it doesn’t require any
advanced error criteria or matrix based transformation.

Fig. 7. QMF bank input-outputs for ABC and DE algorithms in the
beginning part.
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